Press Release 2015 for CMS Berlin with our “news”
Rosemor International Ltd has decided to return again to Berlin to launch their new product range.
This can be seen on stand 203a, Hall 1.3. Rosemor has been working hard with their customers
worldwide to develop the best solution to escalator and traveller cleaning. Dealing directly with
British customer’s nationwide, worldwide dealers and end users, they have adapted the Rotomac
and Rotofast to create the most innovative product range, ensuring they continue to be the world
leaders for escalator and traveller cleaning.
The Rotomac ET15B contains now 15 rotating brushes consisting of 4 different lengths and materials
to scrub and sweep dirt into the machine and off the steps. The brushes used for 15 years have been
approved by escalator manufacturers as the most effective and safe way to clean the step and not
damage the treads. The new illuminated stainless steel control panel is built to sustain substantial
usage and common misuse. The machine is still mains operated however now with a new battery
built in; customers in emergency (e.g a power faults) are able to safely remove the machine from the
steps. With a new socket included, that enables the attachment, the T10 to be connected to perform
quick maintenance cleans or travellator cleaning. Therefore customers can purchase a complete
system together or separately to ensure every problem is solved quickly.

(The Rotomac ET15B)

The T10 attachment has been developed to plug into the Rotomac and run as the escalator or
travellator is moving, for a quick clean of the horizontal part of the step. Some customers use this on
escalators in busy airport terminals or shopping centres to clean up spillages to avoid minimum
disruption during peak hours. Other purchase this as the sites contain escalators and travellators and
they need a complete cleaning solution for both. The previous machine Rosemor offered, was often
thought as too expensive, too large and over engineered. This small machine operates using the
Rotomac’s power and tanks to save on storage space and cost.

(T10 attachment for the Rotomac ET15B)

The T10i was developed for customers that did not want to clean escalators and just needed a
horizontal tread cleaning solution. Also for the airports where there are so many travellators in use
that extra machines were needed to deal with their busy cleaning schedules. Easily transported on
the trolley this machine consists of the T10, which is used with the Rotomac, if the customer has a
Rotomac- they now have all 3 machine options- the complete solution to all escalator and travellator
cleaning.

(The T10i- which you can see includes the T10 as above.)

Rosemor’s focus on health and safety, supporting customers’ requirements and moving with
business needs has ensured is great reputation worldwide and establishment of the ‘World Leader’
title. Rosemor guarentee’s a personalised service whereby you will get to know each member of
staff personally and we will adapt to each customer’s needs no matter what language or culture
barriers occur. Response times are second to none ensuring minimum costs and time wastage.

For any machine supplied Rosemor offers full operational and maintenance training on customer
premises. The training is in operational, technical and maintenance to ensure our customers uses
the machine correctly and can look after it for best long term use.

For further information please come and visit us on our website
www.rosemor.comwww.rosemor.net

